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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel cross-media active
learning algorithm to reduce the effort on labeling images for
training. The Internet images are often associated with rich textual
descriptions. Even though such textual information is not available
in test images, it is still useful for learning robust classifiers.
In light of this, we apply the recently proposed supervised
learning paradigm, learning using privileged information, to the
active learning task. Specifically, we train classifiers on both
visual features and privileged information, and measure the
uncertainty of unlabeled data by exploiting the learned classifiers
and slacking function. Then, we propose to select unlabeled
samples by jointly measuring the cross-media uncertainty and
the visual diversity. Our method automatically learns the optimal
tradeoff parameter between the two measurements, which in
turn makes our algorithms particularly suitable for real-world
applications. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach.
Index Terms—Active learning, cross-media analysis, image
classification, image-text joint modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the advance of network technology and web services, numerous photos are uploaded to the internet
every day, which makes the internet becomes a huge repository
of images. Therefore, collecting web images as the training data
has become a popular way to learn models for image classification [1]–[4]. Labeling large scale images is time consuming
and labour intensive. A more practical way is to actively sample
and label a small subset of training images which are the most
informative [5]–[8].
In this paper, we propose a novel active sample selection
approach (a.k.a. active learning) for image classification by
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using web images. Previous research has shown that cross-media
modeling of various media types is beneficial for multimedia
content analysis [9]–[13]. The web images are often associated
with rich textual descriptions (e.g., surrounding texts, captions,
etc). While such text information is not available in testing images, we show that text features are useful for learning robust
classifiers, enabling better active learning performance of image
classification. Typical active sampling methods only deal with
one media type [14]–[18], which cannot simultaneously utilize
different media types. The new supervised learning paradigm,
namely learning using privileged information (LUPI), can be
used to solve this problem [4], [19]. In a LUPI scenario, in
addition to main features, there is also privileged information
available in the training procedure. Privileged information can
only be used in training, and is not available in testing.
Uncertainty sampling is the most frequently used strategy in
the active learning [17]. In this work, we propose to exploit
both visual and text features for active sample selection by
taking text as privileged information. By LUPI, we train SVMs
on visual features and slacking function on text features. We
present five strategies to combine the uncertainty measure of
these two classifiers.
To ensure the selected samples to be representative, we exploit the diversity measurement, such that the selected samples
are less similar to each other. We formulate a ratio objective
function to maximize cross-media uncertainty and minimize
the similarity of selected data. Then we propose to measure uncertainty and diversity for training sample selection [17]. A new
optimization method is proposed to solve the proposed model,
which automatically learns the optimal ratio of uncertainty to
similarity. In this way, we avoid introducing the trade-off parameter between the two types of measurements. We summarize
the main contributions of this paper as follows:
1) By exploiting privileged information, we propose a new
notion of cross-media uncertainty measurement, which
measures the uncertainty of unlabeled images by jointly
considering visual features as the main information and
text features as the privileged information.
2) We propose a new method to optimize the objective without using the trade-off parameter between diversity and
uncertainty.
II. RELATED WORK
Active learning aims to obtain better performance when learning with fewer labeled training samples by actively selecting a
portion of the training data from a pool of unlabeled data [5].
Uncertainty sampling is the most frequently used approach to
active sample selection [5], [7], [20], which selects queries the
unlabeled data that the learner is most uncertain.
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There are some other criteria in addition to uncertainty, such
as diversity [17], representativeness [8], [16] and density [15],
[21]. In [21], pre-clustering method was proposed to avoid repeatedly labeling samples in the same cluster, by which diversity can be introduced. The authors in [8] propose an active
sampling strategy based on a hierarchical clustering of unlabeled data. However, the performance of these methods likely
depends on the performance of clustering. If the result of clustering is not consistent with the target model, their active learning performance may degrade accordingly [16]. Some works
consider representativeness. Representative unlabeled data are
those that best represent the underlying distribution of data [5],
[16]. In [16], the authors proposed an algorithm that takes both
informativeness and representativeness of unlabeled data into
consideration. A probabilistic variant of K-Nearest-Neighbor is
used to extend active learning when the number of classes is
large [15].
In a multi-view scenario, each sample is represented by multiple features. It is assumed that a concept is possible to learn
from a single feature type [18], [22]. A web page on Wikipedia,
for example, may contain various types of features, including
images and texts. Co-testing is studied in [18]. It queries the
samples that cause disagreement of the learners from various
views, which are named contention points [18]. The motivation
of co-testing is that at least one learner can lead to improvement from the queried data. A combination of multi-view active
sampling and semi-supervised learning is proposed in [23].
LUPI is proposed in [19]. Compared to conventional multiview learning, in the LUPI scenario, privileged information is
only available as auxiliary features in the training process rather
than the testing process. LUPI has shown promising results in
many works. Various types of privileged information can be exploited to assist learning. Image attributes can be used as middlelevel semantic features bridging the gap between visual features
and high-level object classes [24]. Textual descriptions, which
are rather abundant particularly for Web data, are frequently
leveraged in classification tasks [4] and retrieval tasks [25]. In
contrast to the traditional computer vision tasks such as image
classification, the authors in [26] proposed a new framework by
infering knowledge in the multimedia domain from the semantic
domain.
III. THE PROPOSED MODEL
In our task, the training data consists of an active seed set
containing a few labeled samples, and a pool set containing
unlabeled samples. We aim to select the most useful unlabeled
samples, and query the Oracle to label them. Thus, we have a
new training set for training.
Let us denote {(x1 , x̃1 , y1 ), (x2 , x̃2 , y2 ), ..., (xn s , x̃n s , yn s )}
as the seed set and {(xn s +1 , x̃n s +1 ), (xn s +2 , x̃n s +2 ), ...,
(xn s +n p , x̃n s +n p )} as the pool set, where ns and np represent the numbers of data in the active seed set and pool set
respectively. For the i-th instance, we denote xi ∈ IRd as the
˜
main feature and x̃i ∈ IRd as the privileged feature, and also
t
denote yi ∈ {−1, +1} as the label, where t is the number of
tasks or classes.
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A typical active learning procedure consists of two main
phases. The first step is to train an initial model (e.g., a classifier
or a regression predictor) based on the labeled data, which can
be used to measure the importance of the unlabeled data. In the
second step, we generate the ranking scores for all unlabeled
samples based on the importance measure. Given the ranking
scores, the unlabeled samples that would be incorporated to
the training set can thus be simply determined. We follow this
process, and propose a new active learning algorithm with privileged information.
Besides the uncertainty, the proposed model additionally consider the diversity of the queried unlabeled data. While uncertain
samples would benefit the performance, the underlying distribution of unlabeled data could not always be presented correctly
by a few labeled data. We would miss some important information if the attention is only paid to the most uncertain samples.
Therefore, we propose to find the samples that best explain the
distribution of the data at the same time with considering the
most uncertain ones. This can be intuitively achieved by making the unlabeled query samples as dissimilar as possible. In
the second phase, we propose to consider the diversity based
on the similarity matrix of the unlabeled data when computing
the ranking scores. The similarity measurement can be obtained
from the kernel matrix. We propose an efficient optimization
method to solve the objective function with uncertainty and
similarity jointly.
A. Uncertainty Measurement With Privileged Information
1) Privileged Information and Uncertainty: In the real world
data, particularly Web images, auxiliary information such as text
information is often approachable. LUPI is proposed in [19] as a
new learning paradigm. LUPI assumes that additional features,
namely privileged information, are contained in the training
phase, but not in the test data. It is similar to the teacher in a
class who offers extra explanations to students. On the Internet,
people also tend to write some additional texts to facilitate the
management of their multimedia repository, which usually includes images and videos. The text could provide more detailed
descriptions for understanding the visual content in their repository. Several computer vision tasks like image classification can
be benefited from the surrounding texts of web images. In this
work, we show we can benefit from the additional text information associated with web images during the learning procedure.
However, the auxiliary text data usually cannot be applied
in the image training procedure directly since it is in another
feature space. To involve such privileged information when
learning, in [19], the authors introduce slack functions into the
formulation of a non-separable support vector machine (SVM)
as follows:
ns

 

1
w̃ φ̃(x̃i ) + b̃
min (||w|| + γ||w̃||) + C
w , w̃ ,b, b̃ 2
i=1
 

 

s.t. yi w φ(xi ) + b ≥ 1 − w̃ φ̃(x̃i ) + b̃ , i = 1, ..., ns ,
 

w̃ φ̃(x̃i ) + b̃ ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., ns ,
(1)
where φ(xi ) is the feature mapping function for main information, and φ̃(x̃i ) is the feature mapping function for privileged
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information. C is the trade-off parameter between data loss and
model regularization, and γ is the trade-off parameter between
the influence of main information and privileged information.
w and w̃ are the weight vectors for main features and privileged
features respectively. The above problem is rather similar to a
non-separable SVM problem, which can be formulated as
s

1
||w|| + C
ξi
w ,b
2
i=1


s.t. yi w zi + b ≥ 1 − ξi , i = 1, ..., ns ,

n

min =

ξi ≥ 0,

i = 1, ..., ns .

(2)

The difference between LUPI and the conventional SVM comes
with the slack variable ξi . In SVM, the slack variables can be
optimized by the quadratic solver. In LUPI, the slack variables
are replaced by the slack function ξˆi = (w̃ φ̃(x̃i ) + b̃). This
slack function is defined for the correcting (text) feature instead
of the main (visual) feature.
LUPI aims to determine the value of the slack function by
leveraging the privileged information, rather than directly learning slack variables for the main feature. Although privileged information is not in the same space with the principal feature, it
can still assist to obtain slack variables. If the learned slack function yields a larger value for the sample xi , then xi is allowed
to maintain a larger distance to the decision boundary. In other
words, this implies that it would be more difficult for the learner
to classify this sample correctly. Hence it is natural to measure
the uncertainty of instances by the learned slack function. For
example, suppose there are two samples m1 and m2 and ξˆ1 and
ξˆ2 are their corresponding values returned by the learned slack
function. If ξˆ1 > ξˆ2 then m1 is likely more uncertain to classify
correctly.
2) Cross-Media Uncertainty Measurement: Our method
measures cross-media uncertainty by simultaneously learning
from images and their surrounding texts. Next, we detail the
strategies of cross-media uncertainty measurement.
It is natural to obtain two simple ways to measure the uncertainty. The first one is based on the prediction confidence
associated with the predictor according to the visual feature,
which is a traditional measurement, while the other one exploits
the correcting function of text features.
1) Prediction confidence uncertainty measurement is based
on the predictions of the visual feature, which is commonly used in many active sample selection algorithms.
In a multiclass scenario, as mentioned, several strategies
can be applied to generate the uncertainty. We focus on the
margin sampling, which is a simple and effective sampling
approach, and can be written as
pi = 1/(ŷi,k 1 − ŷi,k 2 + )

(3)

where ŷi,k j = wkj φ(xi ) + bk j is the prediction of the ith unlabeled sample, pi presents the corresponding uncertainty measurement, ŷi,k 1 ≥ ŷi,k 2 ≥ ... ≥ ŷi,k K are the
predicted values of the pool data xi for K classes which
are sorted in descending order, ki presents the sorted index of classes, and 1 ≤ i ≤ np .  is a small constant that

avoids division by zero. There are also other uncertainty
sampling approaches. For instance, least confidence [5]
strategy simply samples the data with least prediction
confidence. However, this approach only considers the
least confident class and ignores other classes. To exploit
the remaining label distribution, margin sampling method
considers more information about other class labels.
2) Correcting function uncertainty measurement is based on
the optimized slack function of text features. As mentioned, the value of the slack function implies how difficult
a sample may be correctly classified by the model. Hence,
after training the LUPI model, we simply use the correcting function pi = ξ˜i = (w̃ φ̃x̃i + b̃) to measure the
uncertainty of unlabeled data x̃i in the privileged feature.
Suppose ppred ∈ IRn p and pcorr ∈ IRn p denote the prediction confidence uncertainty measurement and correcting function uncertainty measurement on pool data. Based on these two
simple uncertainty measurements we present five strategies to
combine them together, which are listed as follows.
1) LUPI-sum: element-wise sum of two measurements. We
use the sum of them as the uncertainty measurement:
psum = pcorr + ppred .
2) LUPI-max: element-wise maximum of two measurements. We use the max of them as the uncertainty measurement: pm ax = max(pcorr , ppred ).
3) LUPI-min: element-wise minimum of two measurements.
We use the min of them as the uncertainty measurement:
pm in = min(pcorr , ppred ).
4) LUPI-pro: Hadamard product of two measurements. We
use the Hadamard product of them as the uncertainty measurement: phad = pcorr  ppred , where  denotes the
Hadamard product.
5) LUPI-dis: element-wise distance of two measurements.
We use the distance of them as the uncertainty measurement, namely psub = |pcorr − ppred |, where | · | computes the element-wise absolute values.
In this paper, we study all of the above five strategies.
B. Active Sampling With Uncertainty and
Similarity Measurement
Typically, active sample selection aims to sample the most
uncertain instances from the active pool set which most confuse
the trained classifiers. In this way, the decision boundary can be
refined and hopefully closer to optimal. However, as the number
of initial labeled data only accounts for a small proportion of the
entire data, there could be sample bias when selecting unlabeled
samples from active pool set for labeling [16]. Thus, to achieve
promising performance, researchers propose to combine more
strategies together. For example, in [16], the authors consider
both uncertainty and representativeness. In [27], multiple criteria are taken into consideration.
Similar to previous works, to obtain better performance, we
consider to combine the uncertainty component and diversity
component together in this paper. A very simple and straightforward way is to optimize an objective function that combines
various components by trade-off parameters, which is similar
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to other works [16], [17], [27]. This objective function may be
written as
min U ncert + λ1 Similar
where U ncert and Similar denote some measurement of uncertainty and similarity respectively. However, in the real world,
it is not practical to tune the trade-off parameter λ1 very well for
all datasets. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a ratio objective function which computes ranking scores for all unlabeled
data that maximizes the uncertainty, and meanwhile minimizes
the similarity. This hence avoids tuning the trade-off parameter.
Our proposed objective function is as follows:
r p
max 
r
r Ar
s.t.

np


ri = 1, ri ≥ 0

(4)

i=1

where r ∈ IRn p is the ranking score vector for samples in active
pool set, p ∈ IRn p is the uncertainty measurement computed by
one of the strategies in III-A2 and A ∈ IRn p ×n p is the kernel
matrix of the samples in active pool set, which represents the

p
denotes
similarity among the unlabeled samples. Let λ = rr Ar
the ratio of the uncertainty component to the similarity component. Here we use the radial basis function kernel. By this
objective function, a higher ranking score tends to be assigned
to a sample with higher uncertainty and less similarity with other
data. In the next section, we propose an optimization scheme to
solve the objective function efficiently.
When solving this objective function, it is not necessary to
consider the entire pool set. In other words, after obtaining the
uncertainty vector p, we can find a specific portion of unlabeled
data and input them into Problem 4. For instance, there are 1,000
unlabeled data in the pool set, while the target number of queries
is 100. We may only use the most uncertain 200 instances from
the pool set, instead of using the full uncertainty vector p and
the entire kernel matrix A. Since the size of the pool set is
often huge in real world, this method is natural to speed up the
optimization.
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Algorithm 1: An overview of ALM algorithm [28].
Initialize ρ > 1, t = 0, Zt = 0, and μt > 0.
1: Tt = arg minT ,Z t ,μ t .
2: Zt+1 = Zt + μt h(Tt+1 ).
3: μt+1 = ρμt .
4: t = t + 1.
5: Go to step 1 until convergence.

Algorithm 2: ALM based optimization to solve the problem
in (4).


p
Initialize r with random. Set λ = rr Ar
. It is obvious that
∗
∗
0 ≤ λ ≤ λ where λ is the optima of λ.
1: Update r by solving problem 7
1.1 Set Â = 2λA and p̂ = −p.
1.2 Set Ã = Â + μ1n p 1
n p + μIn p .
1.3 Set p̃ = μv + μ1n p − p̂ − δ1n p − γ .
1.4 Set r∗ = Ã−1 p̃.

p
2: Update λ by λ = r rAr
.
3: Go to step 1 until convergence.

D. Optimization of Problem 4
The objective function is the ratio of the uncertainty to the
similarity and it is not feasible to directly maximize the ratio.
In this section, we propose an optimization approach to update
this ratio, λ, iteratively, which is summarized in Algorithm 2.
By this optimization approach, we can obtain ranking scores of
unlabeled data that maximizes the uncertainty and minimizes
the similarity meantime.
As illustrated in Algorithm 2, to start with, we exploit the ratio
variable λ to rewrite Problem 4 as follow, which is a subproblem
of our objective function:
min λr Ar − r p
r

s.t.

np


ri = 1, ri ≥ 0.

(7)

i=1

C. A Brief Overview of Augmented Lagrangian Method
We present an efficient optimization method based on Augmented Lagrangian method (ALM) [28] in the next subsection.
ALM is to solve the following problem:
min g(T )
T

s.t. h(T ) = 0

(5)

where g : IRt → IR, h : IRt → IRs and T ∈ IRt is the optimization variable. To solve the above constrained problem, one can
construct an augmented Lagrangian function as
L(T, Z, μ) = g(T ) + Z, h(T ) +

μ
||h(T )||2F
2

(6)

where Z is the Lagrangian coefficient and μ is a scalar. The
general approach to update T , Z and μ is briefed in Algorithm 1.

The constraints on r aims to limit the scale of the ranking scores.
This objective function is now a general form that combines
the uncertainty component and the diversity component by the
variable λ. Problem 7 is a quadratic programming problem,
but for the efficiency, we propose to use a faster optimization
method based on augmented Lagrange multiplier (ALM) [28],
[29], which is analogous to [17]. Introducing a new variable v,
Problem 7 can be rewritten as
1
min r Âr + r p̂
r 2
s.t. r 1n p = 1, r = v, v

0

(8)

where 1n p ∈ IRn p is a vector with all elements of 1, Â = 2λA
and p̂ = −p.
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Then we can obtain the augmented Lagrangian function of
Problem 8 as below

in the iteration k. Firstly, according to the step 2 in Algorithm 2,
we have

λk r
k Ark − rk p = 0.

L(r, v, μ, δ, γ)

Since r∗ is the solution of Problem (7), it clear that





λk r
k +1 Ark +1 − rk +1 p ≤ λk rk Ark − rk p = 0. Therefore,
we can easily obtain

= δ, r 1n p − 1 + γ, r − v
μ
1
μ
+ ||r 1n p − 1||2F + ||r − v||2F + r Âr + r p̂
2
2
2
 

γ2 μ
μ
2
2
=
||r − v||F + γ, r − v + 2
||r 1n p ||2F
2
μ
μ 2

γ2
2
δ2
1

+ δ, r 1n p − 1 + 2 + r Âr + r p̂ +
μ
μ
2
2μ
+

r
r p
k +1 p
.
≥
λ
=
k
r Ar
r
k +1 Ark +1
Theorem 2: Let
g(λ) =

μ
1
1
μ
δ2
= (r 1n p − 1 + δ)2 + ||r − v + γ||2F
2μ
2
μ
2
μ

γ2
δ2
1
+
+ r Âr + r p̂ +
2
2μ 2μ

min

r  1 n p ,r≥0

(9)

min

r  1 n p ,r≥0

λ∗ r Ar − r p ≥ 0
⇒

and
p̃ = μv + μ1n p − p̂ − δ1n p − γ
and then the Lagrangian function can be
1 
μ
δ
r Ãr − r p̃ + (−1 + )2
2
2
μ
γ
μ
+ || − v + ||2F .
(10)
2
μ

By setting the derivative of L(r, v, μ, δ, γ) w.r.t. r as zero, the
objective function can be solved as follows:
(11)

After updating the ranking score vector r, we need to update the
auxiliary variable v by
min L(r, v, μ, δ, γ) ⇒ min ||v − (r +
v≥0

v≥0

1
γ)||2 .
μ

(12)

Specifically, we can solve this problem by
vi = max(0, ri +

1
γi ),
μ

1 ≤ i ≤ np .

(13)

Once completing the ALM subproblem and obtaining the resultant ranking scores r∗ , we consider to update the ratio variable
λ as follows:
r∗  p
.
(14)
r∗  Ar∗
We repeat the process for optimizing r and updating λ until
convergence.
Theorem 1: Algorithm 2 increases monotonously in each iteration until the algorithm converge.
Proof: Let rk +1 be the updated r in the iteration k + 1, rk
be the r computed in the iteration k and λk be the λ computed
λ=

λ∗ r Ar − r p = 0.

Hence, for all r

Ã = Â + μ1n p 1
n p + μIn p

r∗ = Ã−1 p̃.

λr Ar − r p.

If g(λ∗ ) = 0, then λ∗ is the global solution of problem 4.
Proof: From g(λ∗ ) = 0, we can easily obtain

where v 0, δ and γ are the Lagrangian coefficients, and μ
is a scalar. According to [28], the Lagrangian function and the
original problem have the same local minimization solution. Let

L(r, v, μ, δ, γ) =



r p
≤ λ∗ .
r Ar

(15)

Thus λ∗ is the global solution.

Theorem 3: Algorithm 2 can converge to the global solution.
Proof: Let λ∗ and r∗ are the values for λ and r when
Algorithm 2 converges. According to the step 2 of Algorithm 2,
we have
r p∗
.
r∗ Ar∗
Based on the step 1 of Algorithm 2, we have
λ∗ =

r∗ = arg

min

r  1 n p ,r≥0

λ∗ r Ar − r p.

Thereby g(λ∗ ) = 0. According to Theorem 2, λ∗ is the global
solution.

E. Application to Large Datasets
We present a simple strategy to apply our proposed method
to large scale datasets. Note that our goal is to query a small
number of data from the large pool set (when np is large).
Those unlabeled instances with high certainty would not be
useful in active selection. As a result, we propose to only select
a small portion of the unlabeled data as candidates for query.
For example, if we aim to query n unlabeled data, we can
only consider the top 6n uncertain instances in Problem (4)
(6n
np ). Therefore, our proposed method can be efficient
enough to handle large scale datasets.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets and Setups
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed
active sample selection algorithm on the following four datasets
which contains both image data and text data. We randomly
sample 70% instances as the training set and use remaining 30%
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instances as the test set. In the training set, we again randomly
select 10% data as the seed set and 90% data as the pool set.
Four public datasets are used in experiments.
WebQueries [1] contains 71,478 images with metadata of 353
queries collected from the Internet. The text data in the metadata
files are captured up to 10 words before and after the corresponding image on the HTML web page. We remove the instances that
do not contain any text data, select the 19 queries that contains
more than 150 positive instances, and extract all the positive
instances from these 19 queries as the new dataset, namely WebQueries19. Eventually we obtain a dataset with 19 classes and
3,323 instances and name it WebQueries19. The seed set of WebQueries19 consists of 12 instances for each categories. There are
2,099 and 996 instances in the pool set and test set, respectively.
Wikipedia articles [2] contains 2,866 Wikipedia articles including images and texts. We randomly sample 20 instances
from each class into the seed set. Then we random select 1,807
instances as the pool set. The rest 860 instances are in the
test set.
Pascal Sentences [30] contains 1,000 images with captions
for 20 classes. There are 50 images for each class and 5 caption
sentences for each image. We randomly select 8 images from
every class into the seed set. The pool set consists of 620 images by random sampling. The rest 300 images are used as the
test set.
MSCOCO1 is a multi-label dataset and includes 82,783 samples in the training set, 40,504 samples in the validation set and
40,775 samples in the test set. Each instance contains an image and several caption sentences. Since the labels on the test
set is not available, we use the training set and the validation
set. We randomly select 15 classes that contains 3,000 to 5,000
instances from the entire dataset, and randomly sample 3,000
data from the selected subset, which is called as MSCOCO15.
On MSCOCO15, there are around 240 positive labels for each
class on average and the average number of labels for each instance is about 1.2. In addition, to investigate the efficiency of
the proposed method and the competing baselines, we construct
a larger binary dataset from MSCOCO by randomly selecting
two disjoint classes, which contains 15,056 instances in total.
For the three multiclass datasets, namely WebQueries19,
Wikipedia Articles and Pascal Sentences, accuracy is naturally
used as the evaluation measurement. On the multi-label dataset,
MSCOCO15, accuracy is not an appropriate evaluation. Hence
we use average Macro F1 score and Micro F1 score over 10 runs
as the evaluation.
As for the visual features, we extract CNNs features using
the VGG16 model [31] and the Caffe package [32] to obtain
the fc7 layer feature. As for the texts, we convert all the words
into word vector using the public dictionary,2 and then obtain
the document-level features by the Bag-Of-Words (BoW). The
dictionary size of the BoW model is set to 300.
We compare the proposed algorithm with other five baseline
methods below.

1 [Online].
2 [Online].

Available: http://mscoco.org/dataset/
Available: https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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1) pKNN [15] is a probabilistic variant of the K-NearestNeighbor method. We use radial basis function kernel
(RBF kernel) as its input distance measurement.
2) LOD [14] is an unsupervised active sample selection
method. We only compare it in Pascal Sentences dataset
due to its high computational complexity.
3) Quire [16] queries the unlabeled data with combining
uncertainty and representativeness. We use RBF kernel as the input for Quire. We turn it to a batch mode
method by querying according to ranking scores for a fair
comparison.
4) HSE [33] is a hierarchical subquery evaluation algorithm.
The number of nearest neighbor is 10.
5) Aggressive Co-testing [18] is a Co-testing active learning
algorithm which adopts an aggressive strategy.
6) Conservative Co-testing [18] is a Co-testing active learning algorithm which adopts a conservative strategy.
7) Random strategy selects unlabeled data randomly.
8) Initial results are calculated by the model trained on the
initial labeled data.
For all methods, we randomly sample the seed set, pool set
and test set for 10 times and report the average results. For each
run, all methods query 10,20,...,100 instances into the training
set and linear SVMs are trained on the selected training set.
The parameters in all methods are tuned from 10−5 to 10+5 . We
select LUPI-max as the uncertainty measurement (denoted as
AL-LUPI-max).
B. Comparison With Other Active Sampling Methods
Resulting accuracy of AL-LUPI-max and competing methods
on WebQueries19, Pascal Sentences and Wikipedia Articles are
illustrated in Fig. 1(a), Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(b). Resulting Macro
F1 score and Micro F1 score of of AL-LUPI-max and competing
methods on MSCOCO15 are reported in Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 1(e)
respectively.
On the three multiclass datasets, namely WebQueries19, Pascal Sentences and Wikipedia Articles, we can observe that our
proposed algorithm outperforms the competing methods from
the results in Fig. 1. Note that pKNN, LOD, Quire and HSE are
the state-of-the-art active sampling algorithms in the single-view
cases. Unlike these single-view methods, our proposed method,
aggressive Co-testing and conservative Co-testing are based on
multiple features, and often obtain better performance. This performance improvement is likely from the benefit of additional
textual features.
On the MSCOCO15, which is a multi-label dataset, our
method also obtain the best performance compared to all other
methods in terms of both macro-F1 score and micro F1 score.
Aggressive Co-testing performs second best in this experiment.
These results further demonstrate that it would be beneficial to
exploit multiple categories of information for multimedia tasks.
Note that conservative Co-testing performs much worse than
aggressive Co-testing in MSCOCO15. This would imply that
it is difficult to find a strategy that always outperforms other
competitors on all datasets, which is similar to the summary on
different multi-view active sample selection strategies in [18]
However, as can be observed, AL-LUPI-max is more stable
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.

Average results on various datasets.

Fig. 2.

Average results on various datasets.

Comparison of the contribution of uncertainty and diversity.

than other algorithms on the four datasets, and achieves the best
performer on all the four datasets.
C. Comparison of Various Uncertainty Measurements
To investigate the performance of the proposed five strategies
of the uncertainty measurement, we compare them on the four
datasets. These results can be found in Fig. 2. We denote other
four strategies, namely LUPI-sum, LUPI-min, LUPI-pro and
LUPI-dis by AL-LUPI-sum, AL-LUPI-min, AL-LUPI-pro and
AL-LUPI-dis. In general, we found that LUPI-max is stable on
various datasets and achieves relatively better performance.
In addition, to investigate the contribution of privileged
information in the active sampling task, we also compare two
simple strategies of uncertainty measurement. The first strategy measures the uncertainty only according to the correcting
function, while the other one measures the uncertainty only
by the prediction confidence. We denote these two methods
by “correcting” and “prediction” in Fig. 2. As observed, correcting function method achieves satisfactory performance on
Pascal Sentences and MSCOCO15 and sometimes is competitive compared to LUPI-max. This demonstrates the effectiveness
of privileged information in uncertainty measurement. However,
on WebQueries and Wikipedia Articles, we observe that correcting function method performs much worse than LUPI-max.
Therefore, it would be unstable if uncertainty measurement is

only dependent on the privileged information. As for the prediction confidence strategy, it performs much worse than correcting
function, particularly on Wikipedia Articles and MSCOCO15.
Thus, we demonstrate that privileged information in the training
procedure is very useful for the active sample selection task.
D. Contribution of Uncertainty and Diversity
In this section, we perform an experiment to investigate the
contribution of uncertainty and diversity measurements. The
proposed active sample selection algorithm samples unlabeled
data based on two major measurements, namely uncertainty and
diversity. To show the contribution of these two components respectively, we perform two baselines. For the first one, we drop
the diversity measurement and sample unlabeled data only replying on the uncertainty measurement. Since we propose five
various strategies, we denote those variants as “AL-LUPI-sumu”, “AL-LUPI-max-u”, “AL-LUPI-min-u”, “AL-LUPI-pro-u”
and “AL-LUPI-dis-u”. In addition, we examine two simple
strategies which solely exploit the visual feature or text features respectively to measure uncertainty of unlabeled data. We
denote them as “Prediction-u” and “Correction-u” respectively.
As for the second baseline, we ignore the uncertainty measurement and only preserve diversity measurement. Then we sample
unlabeled data directly according to the diversity ranking. We
show these results in Fig. 3.
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the two multi-view baselines, namely Co-Testing-agg and CoTesting-con. Table I shows that our algorithm is more efficient
than HSE and Quire. Although pKNN is faster than our method,
it cannot achieve satisfactory accuracy. We demonstrate our
algorithm is efficient and can be applied to large dataset.
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